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How MIL started in Moldova

-2014: Independent Journalism Center started

promotion of MIL 

-Discussion of MIL importance at Media Forum,

yearly event for journalists

-Support from Ministry of Education

-MIL lessons taught by Moldovan journalists at schools 

(teacher’s class) 



- Analysis of local and international practices of 
teaching MIL in schools including case studies 

-Recommendations regarding introduction of a 
MIL course into the existing curriculum 

- open letter to the Ministry of Education asking 
which of the recommendations identified in the 
above mentioned research the Ministry opts for

2016 - research on the international practices of 
teaching MIL 



2017: 3rd or 4th form

2018: 7th or 8th form

2019: 10th or 11th form

Textbooks approved by National Curriculum Council
are based on ERR framework 

(evocation, realisation of meaning, reflection)

MIL as optional course at different levels of education  



Train the trainer workshops

- Three-day trainings for teachers 
who take the course from 
the next school year 

- Presentation of: 

- Teacher’s guide
- Vocabulary
- Recommended resources



8 
trainings

131
teachers

2,800
children & young people

2020 in numbers



Concept of MIL course for gymnasium



Lessons learnt 

- The curriculum starts theoretically and approaches slowly to 
students’ experiences and practical issues

- The learning units begin with abstract terms

-Emphasis on negative effects of media, positive effects are not 
as strongly emphasized

- Need for MIL approaches that trigger behavior change 
towards a more responsible digital consumption



Structure of the course



I Media – the fourth estate of a democratic society

Concept and evolution (media, new media)

Media: from informing to forming civic position

Pluralism of ideas

Journalist’s role in participative democracy



Learning and Evaluation activities (Recommended)

- Description and analysis of the accessed media 

- Round table “The impact of media upon the “generation Z”
civic engagement”

- Opinion poll: Is there information control in Republic of 
Moldova? How does RM ensure media pluralism?

- Group work: determine what is your responsibility as citizens 
and what is the responsibility of journalists in ensuring freedom 
of expression



II Quality and diversity of information

Quality of information

Influencers and their role in the online communication

Identification of manipulation and propaganda

Fake images as form of manipulation

Sources and tools for online documentation. Copyright



Learning and Evaluation activities (Recommended)

- Characteristics of qualitative information

-Case study „Verification with help of Stop Fals website”

- Image verification via online tools

-Discussion and analysis of the way how influencers can change
an opinion/behaviour/decision of a follower



III Internet use and its’ effects

Social Media Profile 

Communication culture (Netiquette)

Online harassment and sexual abuse

Trolls



Learning and Evaluation activities (Recommended)

-Definition of online dependence

- Verification of the own SoMe profile

- Aapplication of online security techniques

- Elaboration of online rules for the class



IV Media creator in the digital era

Digital citizenship

My media message. Text, social media post

Blog

Photography. Photojournalism

Social media formats: gifs, live transmissions



Learning and Evaluation activities (Recommended)

- Identification of learning opportunities using computers

- Production of advertisment “How to consume media wisely”

- Discussion “Are vloggers modern journalists or opinion 
leaders?”

- Creation and distribution of media products

- Thematic photo gallery



Reflection and extension exercises aimed to think about  own 
media behaviour: 

-What do I consume and how much?

-What is my digital footprint? 

- Does this behavior put my digital security at risk?

Evaluation
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